Abstract-This paper presents a method that overcomes the problem of the confusion during fast irradiance change in the classical maximum power point tracking (MPPT) as well as in model predictive control (MPC)-based MPPTs available in the literature. The previously introduced MPC-based MPPTs take into account the model of the converter only, which make them prone to the drift during fast environmental conditions. Therefore, the model of the photovoltaic (PV) array is also considered in the proposed algorithm, which allows it to be prompt during rapid environmental condition changes. It takes into account multiple previous samples of power, and based on that is able to take the correct tracking decision when the predicted and measured power differ (in case of drift issue). After the tracking decision is taken, it will be sent to a second part of the algorithm as a reference. The second part is used for following the reference provided by the first part, where the pulses are sent directly to the converter, without a modulator or a linear controller. The proposed technique is validated experimentally by using a buck converter, fed by a PV simulator. The tracking efficiency is evaluated according to EN50530 standard in static and dynamic conditions. The experimental results show that the proposed MPC-MPPT is a quick and accurate tracker under very fast changing irradiance, while maintaining high tracking efficiency even under very low irradiance.
This latter is non-linear and in normal conditions has only one peak, indeed it has a shape close to the intersection shape "." The peak of this curve is usually referred to as the maximum power point (MPP). Various algorithms have been proposed in the literature for defining and making the PV module work under this peak, simultaneously [2] . These algorithms are named as MPP trackers (MPPT). The classical and the most well known MPPT is the perturb and observe (P&O). In fact, this algorithm is simple and requires only the use of sensors for measuring the PV current and voltage. But, as its name denotes, this algorithm continuously perturbs the voltage (in case of voltage control) by adding/subtracting a fixed voltage increment (ΔV) to/from the PV voltage, which produces some oscillations in the output PV power. Also, its speed convergence is limited, by reason that the choice of the step size is linked to the steady-state operational conditions [3] , [4] . Incremental conductance (INC) also is a well-known MPPT [5] , [6] , and its operational principle is very congruous to that of P&O algorithm. It therefore provides tantamount static and dynamic performances as P&O according to the investigation reported in [7] . There exist other classical methods, such as fractional open-circuit voltage [8] and fractional shortcircuit current (FSCC) [2] . But, these methods do not converge to the true MPP, and they suffer from power loss during the measurement of the fractional variable. The relative merits of these numerous approaches are discussed and investigated in [2] .
The fact that the classical MPPTs fail to pursue the MPP under rapidly changing atmospheric conditions, has raised concern of many researchers [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . This issue is referred as drift in the literature [9] . For instance, the conventional P&O fails to track the MPP during fast environmental condition changes, because this algorithm and its rules are designed for a static P-V curve, and if there is a fast change in the irradiance/temperature, the rules of this algorithm are no longer sufficient. In a scenario, if the result of the condition P PV (k) − P PV (k − 1) > 0 is yes, P&O considers that the operating point is approaching the MPP, and subsequently, the same decision as the previous one will be taken. However, there is another probability that the P&O is not designed to be aware of, which is, the increase of power caused by the increase of irradiance during one perturbation period is larger than the increase in power induced by the previous perturbation. In this case, may be the operating point is going far away from the MPP. In [9] , a condition has been added to P&O by observing the change in current, which provides to P&O the knowledge when the operating point goes to the right side of the MPP. But, the operating point may go to the right or left side of the MPP, depending upon the last action taken by P&O just prior to the irradiance change. In [10] , the change of power resulted by the environmental condition changes is subtracted from the overall resulted PV power, to allow the P&O discriminate the change in power resulted by incrementing/decrementing the involved reference from the power caused by the insolation changes. In [11] , maximum and minimum boundaries have been set to limit the PV voltage around the estimated MPP. This avoids undesirable excursions of the PV voltage during rapidly changing atmospheric conditions. In [12] , multi-sampling MPPT has been developed, in which a voltage step size is incremented and decremented and incremented (+−+), and based on the behavior of the PV power caused by these actions, the right decision will be set. This approach provides a good dynamics. However, in some cases, under very fast irradiance change, the same action should be set successively in order to track the MPP. In [13] , an adaptive algorithm that tunes continuously the size of the increment in P&O has been proposed. Although this technique alleviates the drift, large oscillations are produced during the change in irradiance. Moreover, according to realistic weather changes, if the MPP controller is sufficiently sophisticated to provide right decisions during varying irradiance/temperature, a fixed step size would be adequate even if the atmospheric change is fast [41] , [42] . The combination of FSCC and P&O has been proposed in [14] to detect the change in irradiance. The method starts first with FSCC by estimating the current of the MPP based on the measured short circuit current. Afterwards, the algorithm starts working by using P&O. At each iteration, the PV current is compared with one calculated first with FSCC, if the difference exceeds a certain limit (in case of irradiance change), the algorithm starts over. The convergence time is short at the start-up, and the drift issue is mitigated, however, there may be some losses since the operation principle is approximation based.
Recently, intelligent controllers, such as fuzzy logic controller [15] , neural network controller [16] , sliding mode [17] , and model predictive controller [25] , have been used for tracking the MPP to overcome the drawbacks of the classical ones. Both fuzzy logic and neural network controllers are appropriate for applications where the mathematical model of the system or some of its parameters are undefined. Sliding mode offers robustness and takes into consideration the switching nature of the power converter [21] . The main feature of MPC is its estimation of the future conduct of the controlled variable.
The computational cost of MPC, which was important in the past years, has now become a minor issue, since powerful digital microprocessors and FPGAs that can execute complex calculations in a short time, were developed. This fact has led to a significant attention to the implementation of MPC in power electronics applications, such as dc-dc converters, electric drives, multilevel inverters, and matrix converters [18] [19] [20] . MPC in power electronics is subdivided into two main categories [21] , [22] : continuous control set MPC (CCS-MPC) and finite control set MPC (FCS-MPC). In the first class, the gate drive signals are generated from a modulator, where its input is a continuous predicted variable. The second class exploits the finite number of the switching states of the converter to restrain the error between the controlled variable and its given reference [22] . As reported in the literature, MPC in MPPTs is subdivided into two major classes, CCS-MPC-MPPT [23] , [24] and discrete-MPC-MPPT, the later itself is subdivided into FCS-MPC-MPPT [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and digital observer (DO)-MPC-MPPT [30] , [31] .
In FCS-MPC-MPPT, the discrete-time model of the system is used to predict the behavior of the controlled variable up to N horizon length. The switching state that entails a minimized cost function will be selected to be applied during the next sampling time directly to the converter without the necessity of a PI controller or a modulation stage. The merits of FCS in power electronics generally are its fast dynamic response and ability of handling non-linearities, as well as including multi-variables in the cost function. The references provided to FCS-MPC-MPPT are calculated by using P&O [25] or INC [26] [27] [28] [29] . In DO-MPC-MPPT, a digital observer is adopted for the prediction of a PV current conformable to assumed PV voltages, where the PV voltages are shifted by a predicted step size. In [32] , the efficiency of discrete-MPC-based MPPT has been deeply studied, considering different weather conditions as well as various power converter topologies, and, as it has been reported, when using FCS-MPC-based MPPT; the resulted MPP tracker will have the same shortcomings as the used reference (in that paper P&O is considered). Regarding DO-MPC-MPPT, a better performance during changing environmental conditions compared to FCS-MPC-MPPT can be obtained, but tracking the MPP under fast environmental condition changes is still a challenge for DO-MPC as well.
Based on the existing body of the literature, the drift issue in MPC-MPPTs is still unsolved, which retained the research in this area ongoing. In this paper, a method using model predictive control in both sides, i.e., the PV and the converter is proposed, where the main objective is drift avoidance during fast irradiance change using MPC.
II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE OF FINITE-CONTROL-SET MPC-BASED MPPT
The dc-dc buck topology used in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Since only one switch is used in the selected topology, the control operation is simpler than other topologies, such as, series capacitor buck converter [33] . One step ahead is the horizon length used in this paper. The first step of FCS-MPC-MPPT implementation procedure is defining the system equations. By applying Kirchhoff´s voltage and current laws on the electrical circuit in Fig. 1 , the model in continuous-time domain of the buck converter for the two states can be found as follows: 
Switch ON
where the four state variables v PV , i L , v C 2 , and i R are the PV voltage, the current through the inductor L, the output voltage of the converter, and the current going through the load R, respectively. d aux is equal to "1" during the continuous current mode (CCM), whereas during the discontinuous current mode and after the switch opens and the current in the inductor gets nulled, it takes the value of "0" [34] . In what follows, it is assumed that the inductor stray resistance r L is equal to zero, and the converter is operating in CCM.
Usually, the discrete-time model of the system is obtained by using Euler´s forward-difference law, which can be expressed as
where T s is the sampling time. The substitution of (3) into buck converter's Switch ON equations yields
The model of buck converter's Switch OFF state in discretetime domain was found similarly as
The average value of the current going through the capacitor C 2 is zero. Hence, the average current going through the inductor L equals to the average value of the output current. The relationship between the inductor current and input current can be then expressed as follows:
where D is the duty cycle of the gating signal. The predicted PV current can be calculated by substituting (6) into (4) and (5). Generally, the cost function is calculated by using the predicted variables and their references, where the references are calculated based on P&O or INC algorithm
where, λ I and λ v are the current and voltage weighting factors, respectively. In the cost function, each term is weighted through these weighting factors in order to reach the desired balance between the priorities among the control targets and constraints. Definitely, the larger the weighting factor, the larger the priority assigned to the corresponding term. Different approaches are usually used to determine the weighting factors-the most adopted one is based on empirical methods [22] . Despite the fact that in [35] some guidelines for the design of the weighting factors are given, there are still no analytical or mathematical methods to ultimately overcome this issue. The weighting factors design could be complex, since in some systems the design done for a specific operating region, is not valid for another one. On that account, intelligent controllers, such as, artificial neural network [36] and fuzzy logic [36] , [37] are being employed to address this issue, where the optimization process is performed online.
After the cost function optimization, the controller has to wait until t k reaches T s , where t k is the time from the last application of the gate signals. Thereafter, the switching state corresponding to the evaluated cost function can be applied directly to the converter.
III. PROPOSED MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL-BASED MPPT
In the literature, P&O and its alternate implementation, the INC, are the ones used for providing the references to FCS-MPC [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . But, P&O and INC methods have poor dynamic performance under rapidly varying environmental conditions, which influence on the MPPT efficiency negatively. Also, the generated power by using these two methods fluctuates in the steady state, causing some losses. The application of FCS with the inclusion of these two main drawbacks of P&O/INC method will result to an MPPT hampered by them. For this purpose, an improved predictive control algorithm has been designed in this paper; its flowchart is sketched in Fig. 5 . The novelty of this work consists of integrating two predictions into a single MPP tracker as depicted in Fig. 3 as follows.
1) The first prediction is based on the estimation of the predicted PV voltage/current on the extrapolated P-V curve, which will then serve as a reference (blue color in Fig. 3 ). The prominent role of these predictions is during dynamic weather conditions and will be explained next. 2) In order to increase the dynamic reference tracking performance during the start-up of the system, and also during load variation, the dynamic behavior of the converter is going to be predicted by introducing FCS-MPC as a second prediction part in the proposed algorithm, which also allows the elimination of the PI controller from the voltage/current regulation loop as well as the modulation stage (red color in Fig. 3) .
A. Reference Generation 1) Static Weather Conditions:
In MPC techniques, the discretized equations of the system are used for the estimation of the future action of the controlled variable. Concerning the PV array, a high accuracy model of the system is extremely difficult and unpractical to build, because a lot of factors are continuously changing, such as the solar irradiance, temperature, and the degradation of the PV modules. For this reason, an algorithm that identifies the model of part of the P-V curve at each sampling period by interpolating it based on Lagrange polynomial has been developed in this study (please see Fig. 4 ). Lagrange polynomial (Pol) is interpolated using data points as follows:
And Lagrange polynomial will have the following form Pol(x) = a n x n + a n −1
By substituting (8) in (9), we get a system of set of equations in a m coefficients . The matrix on the left is usually referred to as Vandermonde matrix. There are various proposed algorithms that exploit the scheme of Vandermonde matrix to compute stable solutions by Gaussian elimination [38] , [39] . The interpolated polynomial can be written in terms of the Lagrange polynomials as follows:
Lagrange polynomials are generally expressed in Sylvester´s formula, as follows:
To interpolate a part of the P-V curve that is in the neighborhood of the operating point, data points constituted
i PV (k){v PV (k)} are used. Where k−2 denotes to the sampling time before the last one, k−1 denotes to the previous sampling time, and k denotes to the present sampling time. Hence, the following Lagrange polynomial for the P-V curve is proposed:
Vandermonde matrix can be then written as follows:
By substituting (13) into Sylvester´s formula, the factors a 0 , a 1 , and a 2 can be found. These factors are updated in each sampling time in order to allow an accurate prediction for all regions of the P-V curve. They are also constantly updated since the whole P-V curve changes with the weather conditions. Another essential role of updating these factors will be revealed in the dynamic weather conditions sub-section.
The predicted PV currents can be calculated for two states using the following expression:
Once the predicted PV currents are estimated for the two states, the interpolated (12) in the next time horizon can be used for the extrapolation of the PV currents for the two states corresponding to these predicted voltages
Equation (16) is used for the evaluation of the first cost function, and the predicted PV current/voltage matching the evaluated cost function will be chosen to be the PV current/voltage that needs to be applied in the next sampling instant. The selected PV current/voltage will be used for the evaluation of the second cost function as explained in the next sub-section.
B. Switching States Generation
In this method, the switching states are generated by involving another model predictive control algorithm (FCS-MPC), which can be implemented without the need of a PI controller or a modulator. Hence, no PI gains tuning effort is needed. Also, the steady-state operation is reached in relatively a long time by using a PI controller. And decreasing the response time between two successive references impairs the operation of the system under dynamic conditions [40] . On the contrary, the employment of FCS in the control of power converters provides an excellent dynamic response [22] , which makes it advantageous for PV systems operating under rapidly changing atmospheric conditions. In the previous sub-section, the predictions were carried out by taking into consideration the P-V characteristic or the path in which the PV voltage and current are varying. But in FCS-MPC, the predictions are performed by taking into account the model of the converter and the model of any object connected to that converter, such as filter, grid, synchronous machine . . . , etc. In FCS, all the targeted objectives, such as currents, flux, torque, and active and reactive power, are included in the cost function. In a dc-dc stage of MPPT application, the objective is the PV voltage and PV current. Since the desired current and voltage correspond to the same operating point on the P-V curve, and also to minimize the computational burden, only the PV current is considered in the second cost function
where i PV (k + 1) is estimated by using (4) and (5), and i * PV (k + 1) is provided by the first cost function (16) . Due to the inclusion of only one term in the cost function of the proposed method, no weighting factors design is needed. The second cost function is calculated for the two converter states, and the state that corresponds to the minimum cost function will be applied during the next sampling cycle.
1) Dynamic Weather Conditions:
As it can be seen from Fig. 6 , during fast solar irradiance change, each update instant could be from a different P-V curve. In this case, the interpolation does not emulate the model of a part of the P-V curve. In fact, the interpolation reflects the path of the operating point movement from one P-V curve to another. The resulted extrapolated line is shown in blue-dashed line, the solid-blue line represents the path of the operating point (the blue-dashed line may not be seen in some areas where it coincides with the solid one).
If it is assumed that the voltage reference is increasing and the operating point is on the right side of the MPP point (point A in Fig. 6 ), the predicted operating point would be B. However, since the prediction on the new P-V curve is out of the arced area, the measured power during the next sampling time would be much less than what was expected (point C).
Hence, the predicted power is stored in the controller and labeled as the expected power (P exp ). During the next sampling time, the expected power P exp is compared to the measured one P PV . If the difference between the measured and expected power exceeds a define threshold (ε), it implies that the operating point has just left the arced area of the P-V curve, as shown in Fig. 6 . In this case, an opposite action to the one applied during the previous sampling time should be applied, i.e., if in the last sampling time a voltage/current increment has been added, then, in the current sampling period it should be subtracted, and vice-versa "i PV (k + 1)
* ," as illustrated in Fig. 5 . By adding this loop to the algorithm, a tracking in the right direction is always fulfilled whether under increasing or decreasing irradiance.
The threshold ε must be greater than the oscillation of the input power of the converter under the same duty ratio and the estimated error of Lagrange polynomial extrapolation added
both together, it can be written in the following form:
where
The ripple in the input voltage and current can be calculated by using the same equations used for the design of the converter. In case of buck converter, the ripple in voltage and current can be calculated by using the following equations:
and
where η con is the converter efficiency, and f sw is the switching frequency. The ripple in the output current can be calculated 
The estimated error of the theorem of Lagrange extrapolation can be written as follows:
The substitution of the PV data points used in this paper into (27) yields
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A simulation analysis according to the schematic shown in Fig. 1 has been performed, where both the classical P&O and the proposed control algorithm have been tested. A PI controller is adopted in this paper to minimize the error between the reference provided by P&O and the PV current. The PV array and MPPT parameters are shown in Table I . The main disturbance in the simulation test is a changing load, the system starts by first feeding an 8-Ω resistive load, and then a sudden load change takes place, where the load increases to 4 Ω.
The results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 correspond to P&O and the proposed MPC-MPPT controller, respectively. As it can be seen from Fig. 7 , at the instant 1.75 s of the test, where the load suddenly changes, the PI controller takes relatively a long time to adjust the new duty cycle. In this case, the PV array was drifted to operate near the short circuit current (i SC ) point, which corresponds to approximately 24 W. Moreover, the long response time caused by the PI controller, has led the P&O to make a wrong tracking direction on the account of the operating point is not in the neighborhood of the provided reference. In contrast, since the proposed controller is faster in adjusting the duty cycle, the operating point barely moved from the MPP point during the step load change. One should note that the oscillation around the provided reference in the classical P&O has been significantly reduced in the proposed MPC-MPPT controller. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Test Conditions
Different test types have been suggested in the literature for the evaluation of MPPT performances. The well known test composed of step irradiance changes. But this test does not reflect all the possible weather conditions. Another test consists of a random ramp profile, which emulates moving clouds also has been suggested. In 2006, a German international working group suggested a standardized MPPT performance test. This test has been approved as a standard in the European Union and published as the Standard EN50530 MPPT performance characterization by the end of 2009 [41] .
According to EN50530 standard, the performance of the MPPT is assessed under both static and dynamic conditions. The static test can be performed by running the system under seven defined solar irradiance levels, for duration of 10 min in each level. The static efficiency can be calculated as function of the European weighting factors by using the following formula:
As well as by using California Energy Commission's (CEC) weighting factors (30) where η 05% refers to the efficiency of MPPT for a PV array working under 5% of the solar irradiation in standard test conditions. At each irradiance level, the efficiency is calculated based on the following expression:
where P PV is the power drawn from the PV string, P av is the available power in the PV array, T M is the total measurement time, n is the number of periods, and ΔT is the sampling rate. The dynamic efficiency is calculated based on two successive series of a trapezoidal solar irradiance profiles. In the first series, the minimum and maximum trapezoidal profiles are 100 W/m 100 W/m 2 /s in the last sequence (slope H m ). In each repetition, the efficiency is calculated based on the following product:
The dynamic efficiency corresponding to EN50530 standards is the average efficiency of all these repetitions
where n m is the total number of repetitions.
B. Experimental Test Bench
In order to verify the theoretical analysis, experimental tests have been carried out. Fig. 10 shows the experimental test bench used for testing the proposed MPC-MPPT. The control programs have been implemented in Matlab/Simulink, and by using dSPACE real-time interface, they have been compiled and uploaded to dSpace1103 controller board. The converter used here is a 250-W, 35-V prototype buck converter, which has been designed to be installed on the back of a real PV panel for withdrawing the local maximum power. The load was a resistive one (R load ), R load has been computed in such a way to guarantee a total dissipation greater than the largest P MPP to be evaluated. In this case, R load has been selected to be 8 Ω. Notice that, any converter topology that FCS has been applied to in the literature, can be used here. Furthermore, this system can be connected directly to a dc micro-grid, or to an ac system through an inverter. Since the solar irradiance profiles are trapezoidal, and with different slopes, a PV simulator was required. The used PV simulator was an Agilent E4360A with two channels of up to 600 W (120 V, 5.1 A) each. The PV simulator emulates the uploaded I-V curve of a PV string with the specification under the STC shown in Table I . The P-V curve has been uploaded to the PV simulator and updated in case of irradiance changes by using Keysight commands through Matlab. The dc-source in Fig. 10 is for supplying the switching device gate driver of the converter. The MPPT parameters of both tested methods were Fig. 11 . Experimental results of the tracking efficiencies as function of EN50530 standard's ramps: (a) very low to medium irradiance range "10%-50%," (b) low to high irradiance range "30%-100%," where the blue represents P&O, and the red represents the proposed MPC-MPPT.
the same for a fair comparison, they are shown in Table I . Their optimization was according to the recommendations in [6] .
Since the performance of FCS-MPC with respect to P&O has been already deeply investigated in [32] , and it has been shown that these two methods have equivalent performance, the proposed MPPT is compared to P&O only. Furthermore, P&O is the benchmark algorithm for MPPTs since it is the most classical and adopted in industrial applications. Table II shows the static efficiencies calculated according to the European and California's formulas, where both the conventional P&O and the proposed MPC-MPPT are considered. Normally, the efficiency of MPPT is calculated with a resolution of two decimals [7] . This table shows that the proposed scheme has an improvement in static efficiency over P&O of 0.02% and 0.04% according to η Euro and η CEC , respectively. These are imperceptible differences and are within the measurement uncertainties. These results suggest that in static conditions the tracking efficiencies of the proposed scheme and P&O MPPT can be considered equal. The advantage of the proposed method becomes prominent during dynamic conditions, as shown in the next sub-section. Figs. 12 and 14 show the response of both the conventional P&O and the proposed scheme in term of PV power and voltage during the complete EN50530 standard test, respectively. The red represents the ideal variables, "P MPP " and "v MPP ", whereas the black shows the measured ones, "P PV " and "v PV ." It can be seen from these figures that the voltage of the conventional P&O is close to the ideal voltage v MPP under slow irradiance change, in both very low to medium and low to high irradiance ranges. As a consequence, the extracted PV power is close to its maximum. However, as the change in irradiance gets faster, P&O shows considerable drift issues. Here the voltage goes much higher and much lower than the ideal voltage. This implies that the harvested power is less than the ideal available one. In contrast the proposed method does not present any drift issue, and the PV voltage is continuously close to v MPP along the entire EN50530 standard test, which guarantees that the gathered power is close to all the available in the PV array.
C. Experimental Results
1) Static Tracking Efficiency According to EN50530 Standard:
2) Dynamic Tracking Efficiency According to EN50530 Standard:
The dynamic efficiency of the conventional P&O was measured as 98.04%, which is close to the one reported in [7] . Whereas the dynamic efficiency reached by the proposed method was 99.01%. The dynamic efficiencies of both P&O and the proposed method in all sequences were varied from 99.10 to 98.80s, except in the last three ones in both ranges (10%-50% and 30%-100%) as shown in Fig. 11 . The average dynamic efficiencies of P&O in these sequences in both ranges are 97.53%, 94.67%, and 88.45%, respectively. However, the proposed method almost reaches the same dynamic efficiency in these sequences with an average of 98.86%. In this regard, two repetitions from this test were selected to be shown in this paper in enlarged form. Fig. 13 shows the response of P&O under the irradiance profile corresponding to a repetition from the sequence before the last one from low to high test (30%-100%), where the rate of irradiance change was 50 W/m 2 /s. It can be seen from this figure that P&O diverged from the MPP several times. In this situation, P&O diverges until the operating point gets out of the curved area of the P(v) characteristic, where the change in power induced by the perturbation gets larger. The recorded efficiency of P&O in this test was 95.21%. Fig. 15 shows the tracking performance when the proposed MPC-MPPT is applied. As expected, this method has the ability to provide a current reference which continuously matches the operating voltage with v MPP . The proposed scheme shows an efficiency of 98.88%, which is improved compared to the conventional P&O by 3.67% in this test.
The second chosen repetition is corresponding to the last sequence from very low to medium test (10%-50%). The speed of the irradiance change in this sequence is 100 W/m 2 /s (Figs. 16 and 18 ). It can be observed from Fig. 16(a) , that the conventional P&O is confused due to the fast increase in irradiance. The ideal current i MPP has increased at the fourth second of this test. As a result, P&O provided a decreasing reference, which caused a much higher PV voltage than v MPP . Also, during the decrease of the irradiance, the P&O reference has been confused, and stayed on the top of the ramp, while the ideal i MPP has started to decrease. Due to the voltage drift during both the fast increase and fast decrease of the irradiance in this sequence, the efficiency of P&O barely reaches 88.33%. From  Fig. 18 , it can be seen that the proposed approach is still robust even under such a fast irradiance increase, in fact, it provides a non-confused reference, conforming with the ideal one, and the harvested PV power was at its maximum during the whole profile. The efficiency of the proposed MPC-MPPT in this test is 98.85%, which is improved over P&O by 10.52%.
3) Model Parameter Mismatch: One of the drawbacks of MPC schemes is the effect of model parameters misestimation on the controller performance. Hence, the proposed MPC-MPPT has been also tested with mismatched model parameters, where the range of modeling errors was ±30%. Note that the system was operating under the STC in this test. It can be seen from the results displayed in Fig. 17 , that the effect of the underestimation of the load resistor by 30% drops the efficiency to 99.01%, while the same mismatch of the inductor value worsens the efficiency to 98.40%. One should note that, the effect of mismatched load resistor is less than the effect of mismatched inductor.
From Fig. 17 , it can be observed that the effect of −30% mismatched inductor leads to a drop of the efficiency to 97.89%, whereas +30% mismatch exhibits a drop to 98.45%. It can be noted that, the mismatch of the inductor value is asymmetrical, i.e., the underestimation of this parameter has more influence than its overestimation on the MPPT efficiency. And it is the case with the resistor as well.
VI. CONCLUSION
An MPC-based MPPT for rapidly changing meteorological conditions has been presented in this paper. The method estimates the PV current/voltage that should be applied in order to make the operating point converge to the MPP. Moreover, it has the ability to detect whether the operating point is still at P MPP , or it has been deviated, e.g., due to a fast change in the environmental conditions. The estimated PV current/voltage serves as a reference to finite control set MPC, and the switching state that minimizes the difference between this reference and the predicted variable is applied directly to the converter. The proposed method has been implemented and compared to the conventional P&O according to EN50530 in both static and dynamic conditions. The experimental results show that the proposed scheme offers an excellent dynamic performance with respect to P&O algorithm, providing a reference that matches the MPP locus even under very fast environmental condition changes.
